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Abstract— Braid groups are highly non-commutative groups, they can be found in our daily life in jewellery, in hair braid and 

in many more. Nominative proxy signatures is a special type of proxy signatures in which the original signer delegates his 

signing rights to proxy signer and proxy signer on behalf of the original signer generates the signatures intended for nominee in 

such a way that only the nominee can verify the signatures and if required he is the only one to prove the validity of the 

signatures to third party. These signatures are different from designated verifier signatures as the validity of the signatures can 

be proved to third party when asked. In this paper, we combine the two concepts nominative proxy and braid groups and 

present the maiden nominative proxy signatures based on braid groups. We also analyse the security aspects of the proposed 

scheme and showed that the conjugacy decomposition problem, conjugacy search problem and base problem 1 in braids are not 

solvable for the proposed scheme. 
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I.  INTRODUCTION  

Mambo et al [5] proposed the concept of proxy signatures in 
1996, in which the original signer delegates his signing rights 
to the other entity called the proxy signer and he signs the 
message on behalf of the original signer. These proxy 
signatures holds the property of self-authentication i.e. on 
access anyone can verify the signatures. Sometimes a 
situation arises where the self authentication property is not 
suitable; to solve this problem, Kim et al. [6] proposed the 
concept of nominative signatures (NS) in 1996.  Zuo-Wen 
Tan et al [9] combined the concept of   proxy signatures with 
nominative signatures to form nominative proxy signatures. 
In a nominative proxy signature scheme, an original signer 
can delegate his signing power to a proxy signer who 
generates a nominative signature on behalf of original signer. 
In a nominative proxy signature scheme, the proxy signer 
generates the signatures in such a way that only the nominee 
can verify the signatures and if necessary he only can prove 
the validity of the signatures to the third party.  

Nominative proxy signature (NPS) schemes are classified as: 

• Original Nominative Proxy signature if the original 
signer is the nominator. It satisfies the following 
properties: 

a. Only the original signer can nominate the verifier 

b. Non-repudiation 

c. Only the nominee/verifier can verify the NPS 

d. If necessary, only the nominee can prove the validity of 

signatures to a third party.  

• Proxy nominative proxy signature if the verifier is only 
nominated by the proxy signer and requirement (b-d) of 
original NPS. 

 
Moreover, NPS satisfies all the basic properties of proxy 
signatures like verifiability, strong identifiability, strong 
unforgeability and proxy protected. Nominative proxy 
signature schemes are suitable for mobile communication 
environment in which the receiver is chosen by the mobile 
user (original signer, as it provides the user anonymity) and 
he can nominate a proxy agent as the proxy signer to decrease 
the computational cost through the proxy signature. 
 
Highly non-abelian groups proposed by Artin [1] called Braid 
groups are being used to generate the cryptographic 
primitives in recent times i.e. they have emerged as an 
alternative to public key cryptosystems. They have attracted 
the cryptographer’s as the operations in braid groups are 
simpler, more efficient and easy to implement on computer’s 
with low computational cost. Wang et al [10] discussed the 
conjugate adjoining problem and then proposed the signature 
scheme based on the same. In literature, many proxy 
signatures based on braid [2, 3, 7] have been proposed and 
many signatures [4, 8, 11] based on bilinear pairing have also 
been proposed. Nominative proxy has applications in mobile 
communication and Braids are easy to implement on 
computers at low cost. But no efforts were made to combine 
the two thoughts; this is the first attempt in literature to bring 
down the concept of nominative proxy signatures to braid 
group based cryptography so that nominative signatures can 
be implemented at a low cost. No such braid group based 
signature scheme exists in literature. The aim of this paper is 
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to introduce a new nominative proxy signature scheme over 
braid groups. The paper presents the preliminaries of braid 
groups in section 2, propose the first braid group based 
nominative proxy signature scheme in section 3, analyze the 
security aspects in section 4 and finally conclude in section 5.  

II. PRELIMINARIES 

 

Braids are found everywhere in this world: in hairdressing, in 

jewellery, in ropes, in bread and in many more. In 

mathematics ‘n’ braid is obtained by laying down a number 

of parallel strands and interlacing them so that they run in the 

same direction. Braids always start from top and end at the 

bottom. A pair of strands can be interlaced if we pass left 

string either over / under the right string. Braid index is 

defined as the number of strands in a braid group and the set 

of all possible n-braids form a group called the n-braid group 

Bn. 

 The identity element of the braid group is  formed by 

allowing the entire strand go parallel (without 

intertwining)  

 The inverse of any braid is the mirror image or its 

reflection with respect to a horizontal line. 

 Two braids are said to be equivalent if one braid can be 

distorted to the other braid by sliding the crossings and 

canceling inverses without adding or removing any other 

crossings. 

 

Group Bn of n-braid (n2) is generated by σ1, σ2… σn-1 

which satisfies the conditions 

(i)  

(ii)  

 

Here σi is a braid formed by crossing strings ith and (i+1)
th

 

braids. 

 

Braids are very simple to store on computers due to their 

unique representation and decomposition. The security of 

number theoretic cryptosystem is based on the problems like 

factorization problem, discrete log problem and many more. 

Similarly, the security of braid group based cryptosystems 

depends on the following difficult problems: 

 

 Conjugacy Decision Problem:  

For the given pair (x, y)Bn  Bn the problem is to find 

whether x and y are conjugate of each other. 

 Conjugacy Search Problem: 

Given a pair (x, y)Bn Bn, the problem is to find aBn 

such that y = axa
-1

  

 Conjugacy Decomposition Problem: Given a pair       (x, 

y)BnBn s.t. y = axa
-1

 for aBn, the problem is to find 

b1,b2Bn such that y = b1 x b2 

 Base Problem 1:  

Given the triple xc, α, 
cx  € Bl + r where α = bxcb

-1
 and 

cx = 1
ccc axa   for hidden ac RBn and bLBl, where 

RBn and LBl are right braid and left braid formed from 

‘n’ and ‘l’ braids from (l+r), find  

acα
1

ca (=acb xc
1

ca b
-1

) 

 

III. PROPOSED SCHEME 

 

In this section we present the first nominative proxy 

signatures based on the concept of braid groups as follows: 

let Bl+r is divided into two subgroups for a pair of integers (l, 

r) such that LBl = {σ1, σ2… σl-1 }and RBr = {σl +1,...σl + r -1} and 

for  some aLBl  and some bRBr , ab = ba. Consider H1: 

{0, 1}
* Bl + r and H2: Bl + r  {0, 1}

*
 as one way hash 

functions. 

 

A. Secret and public key generation: User ‘u’ chooses a 

braids xu R Bl+r such that xu R LBl and computes 

1

uuuu axax   where au is the secret key and (
ux , xu ) 

is the public key. 

B. Original signer’s: Alice (Original signer) chooses a 

random braid αARBl to compute 
11

1


 AAAAA axaz  , h = H1[H2(z1)||mw] 

1
2


 AAhz   . 

Sends σ1 = (mw, z1, z2 ) as the delegation signatures to 

Bob (proxy signer). 

C. Verification of delegation by the proxy signer: 

Bob on receiving σ1 = (mw, z1, z2 ) computes h = 

H1[H2(z1)||mw] and accepts the delegation by Alice if 

conjugacy of Axhzz ~12  holds. 

D. Proxy signature generation: To generate the proxy 

signatures for the nominee Cindy Bob computes  the 

proxy key as BBaSp   where B R RBl and then 

computes the nominative proxy signatures as follows:  
1

1
 bbxt c , 1

2
 bxbt c , H = H1[H2(t2)||mw], 

1
113


 txtt B , 1
2

11
1

1
124


 zbStHtbSzt pp , 

1

2

1

25

 zbxbzt c
, 

1
1

1
16


 pp StHtSt , 

1

1117


 tztt  

σ2 = (mw, t1, t3, t4, t5, t6, t7) is considered as the 

nominative proxy signatures on message ‘m’. 

E. Nominative proxy signature verification: On receiving σ2 

nominee Cindy computes 1
12


 cc atat and checks the 

conjugacy of cxt ~2 . If it holds she then computes H = 

H1[H2(t2)||mw] and check the conjugacy of Bxt ~3 , 

2654 ~ tttt  and AB xxtt ~73  

 

 

2 jiwhere,ijji 
111   iiiiii 
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IV. SECURITY ANALYSIS 

 

The security of the proposed scheme depends on conjugacy 

decomposition problem, as finding b from 
cxt ~2

 is a 

conjugacy decomposition problem. Also, finding b from 
1

1
 bbxt c  is a base problem 1. 

 

A. Correctness:  

i. BB xttxtt ~3
1

113 
  

 

ii. 2654 ~ tttt

2654

1
2

1
262

1
2

111
1

1
12

1
2

111
1

1
12

1
2

1
2

1
2

11
1

1
12

54

~

)(

))((

)(

tttt

zbttbz

zbbxbStHtSbz

zbxbbStHtSbz

zbxbzzbStHtbSz

tt

cpp

cpp

cpp



















 

 

iii. AB xxtt ~73

AB

AABA

BABAAB

AABA

AAAB

AAAAAB

AAAAAAAA

AAAAAB

AAAAAB

AAAAAB

B

B

xxtt

txxt

LBlxRBlasxx

txxt

txxt

taxaxt

aaaa

taxaxt

taxaxt

taxaxt

tzxt

tzttxt

tt
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B. Verifiability: Signature σ2 does not contain 1
2

 bxbt c , in 

order verify the signatures Cindy requires t2 , she uses 

her  secret key to calculate 1
12


 cc atat . Due the need of 

calculating t2 , it is impossible for anyother to verify the 

signature as the verification phase requires a valid t2. 

 

C. Strong Identifiability: Warrant mw used in the 

verification of the signatures includes original signer and 

proxy signer’s identity and  moreover, their public keys 

are used in the signature verification 

( Bxt ~3 , AB xxtt ~73 ). So, it is easy to identify the both 

signer. 

 

D. Strong unforgeability:  In σ2 = (mw, t1, t3, t4, t5, t6, t7), t4 

is dependent on z2, the random braid B chosen by Bob 

and the secret key of Bob. Also, z2 is shared between 

Bob and Alice so they only know this information and 

nobody except Bob has the information of secret key and 

the random number chosen by him. So, the proposed 

scheme provides the property of Strong unforgeability. 

E. Proxy protected: Alice cannot create the same proxy 

signatures as Bob does for the nominee Cindy as 

creating the valid proxy signatures requires the valid 

proxy key Sp and random braids. 

V. CONCLUSION 

Nominative proxy signatures are a special type of proxy 
signatures that generates the signatures indeed for the 
nominee only and he is the only person that can check the 
validity of the signatures. The paper proposes the first attempt 
of transferring the concept of nominative proxy signatures 
from elliptical curves to braid groups and analyzed the 
security aspects. Conjugacy decomposition problem 
conjugacy search problem and base problem 1 forms the 
building blocks for the security; in addition to that the 
proposed scheme also satisfies all the properties of proxy 
signature. The proposed scheme will open the new gates of 
implementing nominative proxy for mobile communication at 
a low cost. 
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